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in the second half of 2017, call of duty: infinite warfare has seen big
changes in patch 1.3.0. all call of duty fans are talking about how

devastating is the new weapons. there are those who already knew
the new weapons of call of duty: infinite warfare and many people

always asking for the new weapons. now all call of duty fans can know
the new weapons of call of duty: infinite warfare. "we talked about it
last year and we believe call of duty infinite warfare is going to be a
strong launch title on a new platform and it's always been a mission

to bring the franchise to a new audience and a new platform. we plan
to keep a major focus on the franchise and a commitment to it as we
head into the future of the franchise. note: xbox one and ps4 fortnite

beta players can share or download the fortnite beta launcher for
their respective console(s) and start playing immediately. xbox one

fortnite players will need to download the fortnite battle royale
launcher and play battle royale once booted. content within the
fortnite beta launcher on xbox one will not carry over to the full

fortnite experience on xbox one, and content within the fortnite battle
royale launcher on ps4 will not carry over to the full fortnite

experience on ps4. xbox one and ps4 fortnite players must be
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connected to the internet and have appropriate game and system
requirements to access the fortnite beta. xbox one fortnite players

must have previously downloaded and installed the fortnite beta, and
have a valid game license. ps4 fortnite players must have previously

downloaded and installed the fortnite beta, and have a valid
playstation network account, whether it be for playstation plus or

another account. all dlc, content and other assets in the fortnite beta
must be downloaded and installed from the fortnite battle royale

launcher on xbox one or the fortnite beta launcher on ps4. xbox one
fortnite players will need to re-download and install the fortnite battle

royale launcher and play battle royale once booted. ps4 fortnite
players will need to re-download and install the fortnite beta launcher

and play the fortnite beta once booted. do not attempt to play any
online functions, such as matchmaking or the item mall, while the

fortnite beta is loading.
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